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Preface
Welcome to Deloitte’s annual report examining trends in technology put to business use. Once again, we’ve selected ten
topics that have the potential to impact businesses over the next 18 to 24 months.
Developing the list of trends is an ongoing process of primary and secondary research. The process includes:
• Feedback from client executives on current and future priorities
• Input from Deloitte industry and practice leaders
• Perspectives from industry and academic luminaries
• Research from alliance partners, industry analysts, and competitor positioning
• Crowd-sourced ideas and examples from our global network of practitioners
This year’s theme, Elements of postdigital, examines the convergence and controlled collision of five forces – Analytics,
Mobile, Social, Cloud, and Cyber – as businesses move closer to achieving the possibilities of the Postdigital EnterpriseTM,
where all five forces are mature, implemented, integrated, and baked-in instead of bolted-on. These five forces offer a
new set of tools for business, opening the door to a new set of rules for operations, performance, and competition. IT can
deliver engagement and empowerment to business customers, both innovating and industrializing.
The Postdigital era, like the post-industrial era, reflects a “new normal” for business and a new basis for competition. In
post-industrial times, we didn’t forego industrialization, we embraced it. The Postdigital era is similar, but with digitalization as its core.
It’s an uncommon time to have five forces – all newly emerged, all evolving, all technology-centric – already impacting
business so strongly. It is an opportunity for IT to deliver extraordinary value via modest investments on top of a strong
legacy technology footprint.
Our 2013 report shares ten trends grouped into two categories. Disruptors are opportunities that can create sustainable
positive disruption in IT capabilities, business operations, and sometimes even business models. Enablers are technologies
in which many CIOs have already invested time and effort, but which warrant another look because of new developments
or opportunities. Enablers may be more evolutionary than revolutionary, but the potential is often there nonetheless to
elevate the business game.
For 2013 we have also attempted to personalize our general Tech Trends article to include topics and examples specifically
relevant to the Consumer Product industry. While we have maintained much of the rich content contained in the original
version of this article, we’ve specifically included examples from leading Consumer Products companies such as  Schwan’s
(Mobile Only and Beyond) and OfficeMax (Design as a Discipline), and have also featured our collaboration on Big Data
with the Grocery Manufacturers Association (GMA).
Each topic also includes an external point-of-view in the My Take. This year, you’ll also find a new section called Flying
Car Future, which takes a provocative view into where the trend may be headed in Horizon 3 – and beyond. Last but not
least, where we deem applicable, we’ve included our Consumer Products perspective to share our industry insight on the
implications of the respective trend.
Each of the 2013 trends is relevant today. Each has significant momentum and potential to make an impact. And each
warrants timely consideration. Forward-thinking Consumer Products organizations should consider developing an explicit
strategy in each area – even if that strategy is to wait and see. But whatever you do, step up. Provoke and harvest
disruption. Don’t get caught unaware or unprepared.
Thank you for your interest in this year’s report. We welcome your feedback and questions. To the many executives who
have provided input into Tech Trends for Consumer Products 2013, thank you for your time and insight. We look forward
to having more of the essential dialog between business and IT.
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At a Glance
Disruptors
Opportunities that can create sustainable positive disruption in IT capabilities, business
operations, and sometimes even business models.
CIO as the Postdigital Catalyst
Catalyzing value from the elements of mobile, social, analytics, cloud
and cyber
CIOs can lead the move to tomorrow – reshaping business as usual, and driving innovation.
They are faced with unprecedented opportunity for innovation such as the potential to enable
Customer Intimacy at scale for Consumer Products Organizations. How should business
respond? When CIOs harness the convergence of the five postdigital forces, they can change
the conversation from systems to capabilities and from technical issues to business impact.
Plan big, start small, fail fast, scale appropriately.
Mobile Only (and beyond)
The enterprise potential of mobile is greater than today’s smartphone
and tablet apps
Mobile should be top of mind for organizations. But don’t limit your ideas to Mobile First.
Think Mobile Only, imagining an untethered, connected enterprise. The next wave of mobile
may fundamentally reshape operations, businesses and marketplaces – delivering information
and services to where decisions are made and transactions occur. The very definition of mobile
is changing – as evidenced by our featured Consumer Products organization that already
improved customer service efficiency and quality through the Mobile Only paradigm.
Social Reengineering by Design
How work gets done is no longer constrained by 19th century platforms
Businesses are no longer building technologies just to enable interaction – they are now
engineering social platforms for specific context – platforms that can relieve rather than serve
traditional organizational constraints such as deep hierarchies, command-and-control cultures,
physical proximity and resource concentration. Social reengineering can fundamentally
transform how work gets done, but it isn’t just a “project.” It’s a strategy. It’s time to uncover
the opportunities for Consumer Product organizations to harness the power of the crowd to
augment business operations through external communities.
Design as a Discipline
Inherent, pervasive and persistent design opens the path to enterprise value
Driven by consumer experience, intuitiveness and simplicity are moving from IT aspirations to
enterprise mandates. Design is not a phase; it’s a way of thinking. Beyond look and feel, beyond
user interfaces. Isolated in silos of user experience (UX), marketing and product development,
individual design functions may be reaching their limits. What’s needed is a collaborative,
immersive environment to work together. Design is not just an “IT thing” or a “marketing thing”
or a “product engineering thing.” It’s an enterprise thing as evidenced by our featured Consumer
Products organization  that dramatically improved user productivity and customer experience.
IPv6 (and this time we mean it)
Ubiquitous connected computing is straining the underlying foundation
of the Internet
Internet Protocol is the foundation of networking, but we’ve run out of addressable space
for addressable items. The more important it is for your business to connect with the outside
world, the more important IPv6 is for your future – and the more urgent this issue is for you
today. IP addresses are woven deep into applications and infrastructure, and migration can
bring challenges. While there’s no drop dead date for IPv6, the final IPv4 address blocks have
already been allocated. Careful and proper adoption will take time for planning, execution
and verification. The time to start is now.
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Enablers
Technologies in which many CIOs have already invested time and effort, but which
warrant another look because of new developments or opportunities.
Finding the Face of Your Data
Fuse people and technology to discover new answers in data – and new
questions, too
Humans do some things really well, while computers are better at other things. It is this
particular combination that enables the identification of new patterns and relationships
across dimensions of data – structured and unstructured, internal or external, big or
otherwise. By combining human insight and intuition with machine number-crunching
and visualization, companies can answer questions they’ve never answered before. For
Consumer Products organizations, Deloitte’s collaboration with the Grocery Manufacturer’s
Association is raising awareness of the business value of data visualization.
Gamification Goes to Work
Driving engagement by embedding gaming in day-to-day business processes
Gamification can encourage engagement and change employee, customer and supplier
behavior, creating new ways to meet business objectives. The goal is to recognize and
encourage behaviors that drive performance – sometimes in unlikely places. This trend
has moved beyond hype and is already demonstrating business value. More specifically,
Deloitte’s collaboration with the Grocery Manufacturer’s Association is exposing the
significant potential for consumer-targeted applications (such as in-store gamification).
Reinventing the ERP Engine
Revving up data, hardware, deployment and business model architectures
at the core
If you could really get ERP cheaper and faster, what would you do differently? Run
materials requirement planning (MRP) many times each day? Close the books in a matter of
minutes? Optimize delivery routes on-the-fly in response to new orders, traffic or customer
preferences? What would it mean for business agility, capability and competitiveness? If
approached with a focus on reinventing business capabilities, the evolution of the ERP
engine can yield significant competitive edge.
No Such Thing as Hacker-proof
If you build it, they will hack it. How do you deal with that?
You’ve either been breached – or you soon will be. Your boss knows it, your business
knows it, your board knows it, your customers know it, and hackers know it. It’s your job
to deal with it. That means changing the way you think about defending yourself. Be more
proactive about the threat – and react more rapidly when breaches do occur. Detect them
quickly, respond, clean up and adjust your tactics. Be outward-facing, prepared and ready
in advance. Anticipate and prevent when possible, but be ready to isolate and encapsulate
intrusions to minimize impact. It’s better to lose a finger than to lose an arm.
The Business of IT
After reengineering the rest of the business, IT’s children deserve some shoes
Fragmented processes and systems can prevent IT from effectively delivering on the
changing demands of the business. IT may need to transform its own management
systems to keep up. Is this ERP for IT? Maybe someday. Today, CIOs are crafting solutions
from industry-leading products and testing business cases at each step. And the potential
benefits are worth the investment – not only in driving down costs and better managing
risks, but in positioning IT as the business partner in provoking and harvesting disruption
in the Postdigital era.
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10 The Business of IT
After reengineering the rest of the business,
IT’s children deserve some shoes
With shrinking budgets and increased scrutiny over ROI,
many IT organizations are under pressure for bottom-line
company earnings. This manifests in two ways: enabling
the business to be more effective in the market (IT for the
business), and driving efficiency of IT operations (The
Business of IT). To do both, IT organizations should
automate and integrate their core processes and services,
just as they’ve done previously for manufacturing, finance,
and sales.
When it comes to supporting business performance, IT has
a thirty-plus year record of delivering what’s needed. First
it was the transition from manual processes to technology-driven solutions. Then, from standalone systems to
integrated offerings. And now, IT is striving for similar
returns from information, digital, access and usability, and
innovation.
In the years ahead, however, IT’s value proposition will
likely increasingly be shaped by how well it addresses its
second mandate: to improve operational efficiency in the
business of IT itself.
For many CIO organizations, operational efficiency is
not a rosy story. As IT has focused on making line-ofbusiness operations efficient, the underlying mechanics
of the business of IT have often been ignored. From
how solutions are built and managed to how resources
are deployed to how accomplishments get measured
and reported, it’s time for CIOs to invest in their own
shops. That means driving tools to capture, report, and
manage their full portfolio of projects, vendors, and
resource pools – across planning, implementation, and
ongoing operations – just like the factory, constantly balancing supply and demand.
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It won’t be easy. The large information technology
organization of today is a complex beast, with many
ad-hoc processes, few externally defined standards and
leading practices, and limited integrated software suites.
Indeed, business unit leaders and the C-suite can seldom
list the services IT provides, much less quantify the value
of IT spending. This runs the risk of making IT seem
less relevant to the business over time. Internal IT
organizations will likely be competing more with third-party democratized IT services and cloud-based solutions that
promote themselves to be feature rich, timely, and cheap
– and in many cases, rightly so. We know many business
executives are already doing just that – acquiring services
that may not fit desired architecture with potential future
burden to IT due to integration and unanticipated costs.
The good news? There are finally tools in the market that
can support running IT like a business. Just as ERP had
wide-reaching effects on people, process, and underlying
technologies, the impact of these tools on IT’s operating
model can be significant.
Not surprising, the maturity of these tools doesn’t
approach “ERP-levels” of suite delivery and integration.
It may even seem more like pre-manufacturing resource
planning (MRP) “roll-your-own.” But the potential
benefit is likely worth the investment – not only in driving
down costs and managing risks more effectively, but in
positioning IT as a business partner in provoking and
harvesting disruption in the Postdigital era.

The Business of IT

History repeating itself?
Twenty-plus years ago, many businesses invested in solutions to automate pieces of their domains. They did so in pockets
of functionality: accounts payable, general ledger, inventory planning, fixed assets, warehouse management, and accounts
receivable. IT was asked to not only automate the silos, but also to drive integration to MRP, which became ERP, once HR
and financials were added to the mix.
Now the business of IT has started an awakening – where loosely governed processes and operating models are finding
point solutions to manage parts of the IT service catalog, taking an end-to-end process view no difference than “plan
to manufacture” and “procure to pay”. But we’re still at the cusp of a truly integrated approach to managing the business
of IT.

What were the challenges?

What’s different in 2013?

IT Service
Management (ITSM)

• Engineers are instructed to strictly adhere to
process, end-to-end. Well-intentioned processes
can trump sound business judgment, as
compliance is seen as the end, not the means.
• ITIL and CMMI processes are intentionally rigid,
standard, consensus-driven, and risk averse.
Moreover, their scope and importance are
difficult to understand both inside and outside
the IT organization, making it hard to define and
measure their value.

• A well-defined service catalog is an important
part of the overall management of the business
of IT, but likely not sufficient in and of itself.
• Aligning IT services objectives and outcomes
to actual business results is gaining favor,
extending the underlying standards with
meaningful context for the business.
• Tools have evolved that allow management
of day-to-day tasks aligned with IT service
standards. Instead of burdensome adjunct
processes, ITSM standards are baked into
development and run operations.

Project Portfolio
Management (PPM)

• Improved understanding of investment requests,
budget prioritizations, and in-flight projects
focused on managing scarce resources while
prioritizing work efforts. PPM gives significant
visibility, but requires other complementary
efforts to define and enforce delivery models
and management standards, gain real-time
visibility into the metrics affecting IT operations,
and close the loop between monitoring and
continuous improvement.

• IT business process management has evolved
as a super-set of related capabilities to manage
many facets of the business of IT. PPM is one
dimension, but it should be coupled with efforts
to automate and standardize operating and
delivery model, as well as financial, service, and
lifecycle management.

Enterprise Systems
Management (ESM)

• From device-centric management information
base monitoring to instrumented systems and
“SPOG” (single pane of glass) approaches, the
ESM focus has taken a siloed view of operations.
While monitoring became fairly sophisticated,
root-cause analysis and resolution remained
manual and experience-driven.

• IT BPM (business performance management)
takes a broad view of planning, managing,
and reporting the business of IT.
• “ERP for IT” addresses automation (today)
and integration (future) of important IT
business cycles, including finance, demand
management, application management,
infrastructure, sourcing, workforce,
service management, and end-user
computing management.
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The Business of IT

Technology implications
Organizations that want to increase operational efficiency and product and services quality should deploy systems and
applications that allow them to run IT as a business. The goal is to have integrated applications and consistent data
definitions that support the use cases. Yet no one vendor offers an ERP-like, all-in-one solution. Some are making progress
in integrating and filling the gaps of their existing product suites, but choices are limited and not yet integrated. CIOs
should consider integrating IT support tools from different leading vendors, whether the applications are hosted in-house,
in a SaaS model, or by an outsourced IT service provider with their own enabling IT applications.
As you can see in the table below, the path forward recapitulates the history of automating the finance function: first
transactions, then analytics, then (now) access and usability.
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Topic

Description

Data standardization

Standard data definitions are fundamental to IT process integration and supporting technologies.
IT has grown up over decades with competing frameworks and so-called “standards” for demand
planning, services catalog development and management, operations management and reporting,
and chargeback. To realize the potential of efficiency, data dictionary reconciliation and integration
are often required. A data model for the IT function is invaluable.

Cross-vendor application
interoperability

Along with data standardization, multiple vendors’ applications should be able to exchange data,
synchronously or asynchronously. These applications may sit inside or outside of a company’s firewall.
Or, in the case of multiple outsourced IT service providers, there would be multiple sources for IT
management data that should flow up, down, or sideways.

Analytics

A common data repository may be required for reporting and analysis. This will likely pull in data from
multiple sources in a normalized and reconciled way (with common language and consistent metrics),
and also be the repository for storing historical data for trend reporting.

Mobile

Options for using mobile applications in support of the business of IT are possible with a more
integrated technology footprint. Today, some software vendors offer dashboard-like reporting for
mobile devices of IT management information tied to their toolsets. But mobile computing will likely
emerge to drive inter-process support, speeding up management decisions in ways that are rarely
seen today.

Enterprise architecture

Enterprise architecture becomes the Rosetta Stone for how the underlying, interdependent IT assets
work together. Architecture should serve as the context switch between the various components
running the business of IT, monitoring downstream outcomes are being met throughout portfolio,
project, lifecycle management, and ongoing operations.

Believable service-based
costing

By integrating IT financials with service management, project management, and procurement, an IT
organization can define total cost of ownership for an application, appliance, or service. Many
leading IT organizations depend on IT financial management products that support a complex set
of allocations. But to make this work, data standards, a services catalog, and the instrumentation of
processes and infrastructure are often required – allowing granular, low latency visibility into the
usage and performance of resources.

The Business of IT

Lessons from the frontlines
Visualizing change
Business Technology Services (BTS) at Ontario’s Workplace
Safety and Insurance Board defined a bold vision for its
future: to become the best IT organization in Canada’s
public sector. To accomplish this, CIO John Hill is leading
his $80 million division to change everything from cultural
DNA and delivery methods, to supporting processes and
more. In short, they are changing how they deliver on the
business of IT.
BTS is adopting cutting-edge tools and processes in a
program that combines elements of Agile, Kanban, and
Lean methods. Borrowing from Eric Ries’ The Lean Startup1,
leadership instituted a “build-measure-learn” loop for quick
evaluations of the viability of a given strategy. Once BTS
determines that a strategy is effective, they begin to scale
out the approach.
Integrating Kanban with Agile and Lean allowed employees
to visualize current and upcoming workloads, using visual
cues to represent obstructions (such as defects). Teams
physically gather around the Kanban board, forming quality
circles to triage and resolve issues. They also use bi-weekly
stand-ups to review tickets and issues, brainstorm closure,
and share lessons learned. Achievements spread Kanban
from a handful of teams to the entire enterprise – resulting
in real-time delivery that models the project lifecycle from
inception through production. Leadership can visualize the
enterprise’s portfolio of projects and easily identify risks,
issues, and obstructions across projects. The approach
has torn down organizational silos and shifted people
to co-located delivery pods, staffing team members
to lines-of-business based on required skills and
technical specialties.

Incremental change, big results
The IT division of a global investment and securities firm
is responsible for managing a billion-dollar portfolio of
projects. But in an environment where business priorities
often change, its ability to effectively budget for, and
allocate resources to, the appropriate IT projects was
limited. To address this challenge, IT set out to align
expenditures and resources with business priorities.
Their approach? Breakdown existing silos within the IT
division and integrate processes to flex with the goals
of the business.
Using phased implementation, IT teams selected four
initial business processes to improve – project demand
management, in-flight project portfolio management,
resource management, and forecasting. They used a
prototype to test concepts within a single business unit, an
approach that increased buy-in and preparedness across
the organization. Using lessons learned from the prototype,
they selected and piloted an enterprise tool to facilitate
roll out of the improvements. They traded an annual
budgeting approach for a three-month rolling forecast;
implemented a project portfolio management dashboard
to assist executives to make better prioritization decisions;
and streamlined the resource pipeline to fulfill business
needs. The result? Integrated processes with supporting
tools that provide improved budgeting accuracy, improved
decision making, and a 30% re-appropriation of project
resources from less value-aligned in-flight projects to more
pertinent needs.

In six months, BTS has seen significant organizational
and cultural changes with positive results: increased
transparency and collaboration within BTS and with the
business; timely delivery of tools and services; improved
ability to redeploy resources against shifting business
priorities; and a 40% improvement in delivery lead time
and throughput. This goes to show that reengineering the
business of IT can produce real business results.
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Balancing the IT checkbook
When the corporate finance department of a global
entertainment company needed to justify IT costs, the
CIO was asked to produce usage-based cost allocations to
each business unit within each country of operation. The
CIO implemented a process and solution to track and bill
IT costs (labor, assets, license, infrastructure, expenses).
Furthermore, allocated costs were provided with budget
variance and revised forecasts each fiscal month.
A major component of the tracking effort involved
implementing an IT Business Performance Management
(IT BPM) solution, which integrated Project Portfolio
Management (PPM), IT Services Management (ITSM),
and IT Financial Management (ITFM) capabilities. Specific
solution capabilities included tracking capital and
operating project expenses, asset management, system
configuration management, project management, help
desk management, resource management, budgeting,
forecasting, and allocations.
The initiative delivered more accurate budgeting and
cost allocation to business units; improved tracking of
IT inventory; the ability to implement IT service level
agreements; the strategic realignment of IT resources;
and decommissioning of costly systems. By implementing
systems and processes that allowed IT to manage costs
at a granular level, the company was able to reduce its IT
budget up to 20% annually over the past eight years.
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The Business of IT

My take
Kevin Kessinger
Executive Vice President, CIO, and Head of Corporate Shared Services
TD Bank Group

When explaining “running IT as a business,” I like to use the
analogy that building and delivering code is like running
a factory. People may have a hard time visualizing that
because there aren’t any physical products like cars or
televisions coming off the production line. But make no
mistake – there is a production line. You can get lost in
the techno-speak, but it’s pretty simple. We have product
owners who want to modify or build new products. There
is designing, planning, building, testing, and rolling out to
production. Unlike some manufacturers, we don’t have
the option of shutting down the production line to re-tool
for a new product so we have to run the bank even as we
apply changes.
Our organization has a federated IT model with
Infrastructure and IT Operations in the center. Seven lineof-business CIOs build and deploy solutions in response
to business requirements from product managers. Our
manufacturing line is the flow from business requirements
to application development to data center operations. Our
goal is to improve the end-to-end view of that production
line. From the gleam in your eye about feature and function
to the time it’s delivered, we want better predictability,
lowest appropriate cost, and highest appropriate quality.
My view is that CIOs should adopt the principle, “If it’s
IT, and it runs inside the company, we own it. No matter
where it started or how it was inherited.”

For 2012, we used “Run IT as a Business” as a theme.
One of our first steps was to extend and enhance
measurements and accountability. Across IT, we enhanced
Monthly Operating Reviews with a defined structure to
review all CIO accountabilities during the discussions. We
more closely interlocked IT financials across the enterprise
IT operating areas, and then extended the interlock to the
lines of business. When we discuss financials, we have the
total cost of ownership and matching numbers between
areas, so we don’t begin with an exercise in rationalizing
numbers. We’ve expanded this approach from financials
to resources and headcount and further to our capital
commitments. In the coming year, we plan to develop
more sophisticated demand management as a broad
tool progressing from basic reporting to proactive
management capabilities.
I like the phrase “ERP for IT.” Even though IT is not yet at
that level of maturity, it helps frame the next phases for us.
As we expand the processes and tools for running IT as a
business, integration of both process and data will progress
the conversations even further from data reconciliation to
focus on the substantial issues of platforms, priority, and
timing. The plan is to manage to a comprehensive view of
technology at TD.
I’ve been called a “blue collar technologist” because my
interest in IT lies in capabilities that enable customer
interaction, increase customer satisfaction, drive revenue,
or reduce risk. To me that’s what it means to run IT
as a business.
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Flying car future
Over time, true “ERP for IT” may move from marketing
slides to software reality. BMC, CA, HP, IBM, and many
other software providers are building, buying, and
sometimes relabeling their solutions for CIOs seeking to
automate their own domains. At some point a truly
integrated suite solution may emerge, running the IT shop
like today’s ERP systems run supply chain and financials.
Just as likely, a set of standards may evolve to allow
consistent definition and handling of the lifecycle of
business process management in the world of IT. Much
like web services standards such as WSDL, XSD, and XSLT
enabled self-describing data and interface objects, a layer
of management and implementation standards could
solve for today’s closed, proprietary handling of APIs and
maintenance tasks across the technology landscape.
If discovering, invoking, and measuring IT services at the
infrastructure, platform, data, application, or business
service layers had common handling, the backbone of
the business of IT could be reimagined as an open utilities
layer. The majority of effort could be put on analyzing and
managing actual business outcomes, instead of struggling
to make disparate IT assets open, visible, and manageable.
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Either way, the flying car future of IT is likely moving
toward real-time understanding of the health,
capacity, performance, and lifetime value of each
asset – be it hardware, software, human capital, or thirdparty services. Where individual assets are governed by
open market principles, with “plug and play” potential to
migrate any part of the broad business process. Where IT
resources can respond to business needs, drive operational
efficiencies, or both. The CIO assumes a role as a portfolio
manager – which encompasses risk management, financial
management, and business stewardship.
The business of IT is the business of the business. Just as
the CFO is responsible for the enterprise asset of the cash
position, the CIO should be managing the enterprise
assets of information and technology – even as their direct
control and ownership of that information is changing over
time. CIOs without a method for capturing, reporting, and
managing the business of IT may be blind at the wheel –
relegated to Chief Data Center Officer to care and feed
those physical IT assets and resources that remain on the
balance sheet.

The Business of IT

Where do you start?
Many IT organizations have done small amounts of
business process reengineering and have some supporting
automation in place, likely relying on fragmented, one-off,
point solutions. The vision of a fully automated, integrated
solution stack can seem daunting. But just as BPR, Y2K,
and SOX fueled a boom of ERP and line-of-business
process standardization, there is a “burning platform”
in the world of IT – the surge of technology spend to
capitalize on the convergence of postdigital forces of
mobile, social, cloud, analytics, and cyber intelligence.
The business of IT should have an overhaul to address
cost and efficiency sensitivities driven by changing
macroeconomic conditions. This is important in order
for IT to remain relevant in the new world of technology
innovation. First steps should include:
• Services mindset. IT’s first concern should address
taxonomy and ontology – being able to define what it
does, and why it’s important. Expressing the business
of IT in a common language with tangible, measurable,
and attributable value is a required condition for higherorder finance management, portfolio management,
and process efficiency improvements. ITIL and CMMI
compliance are likely less important than well-defined,
discrete descriptions of how to interact with IT services,
and what to expect as a result.

• Do it like you did with the finance or manufacturing
function. Once a common vernacular is in place, take a
pulse on how well the various piece parts are working
today. A quick maturity assessment can shine a bright
light on opportunities. Areas that are manually driven or
based on aging, fragmented technologies may not be
the primary pain points. Priorities are more likely to be
defined by the split of IT spend between discretionary
investments and “keep the lights on” activity, as well
as the disposition of IT projects and assets across
the organization.
• Slow and steady. Few organizations will have the luxury
– or the appetite – for a big bang overhaul of their IT
function. Instead, take a roadmap view with an iterative
approach to improving individual business processes and
their supporting technology to yield significant gains.
Integrate, over time, the individual processes and data
to drive broader effectiveness and efficiency.
• Outside-in. Recognize that tomorrow’s technology
footprint will likely be even more complex than today’s –
with less direct control over assets (increasing
dependency on external and, likely, cloud-based services),
more ambiguity around boundaries of data and offerings,
and a desire to dynamically realign and recompose a
broad set of business processes based on market
conditions and research-based innovation. The net
effect: disciplines like contract management, vendor
management, release management, and OSS/BSS of
technical services will likely become critical (e.g., order
management, provisioning, metering, billing, mediation).
These may not even be a part of today’s IT charter, but
will likely be the nexus of competition in the new normal.
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Bottom line
The Postdigital era should be great news for IT – a chance to expand their scope of services, and reinvent
their brand as the business looks to technology to play a more strategic role. But fragmented IT processes
and systems of the 1980s won’t allow IT organizations to effectively deliver on the changing demands of
the business. IT should change its management disciplines to keep up with the pace of change and stay
relevant against growing options for external fulfillment of technology services.
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Conclusion
Faithful readers of our Tech Trends reports will find
some familiar topics in these pages. The postdigital
forces have seen extraordinary attention in the past
four years – and each is still in the early stages of
adoption. The book on how each can fundamentally
reshape business is still being written.

Postdigital’s potential can spur both offensive and
defensive responses. On one side lies opportunity
for innovation. On the other, the existential threat
of disruption. Every industry may be affected by
the underlying digital forces. Every market may
be reshaped by their controlled collision.

Although the topics are familiar, the underlying trends
continue to evolve at an astounding pace. Take mobile,
for example. In 2010 the story was about ubiquitous
connectivity and device (i.e., smartphone) advances. In
2011, the focus was on the “app” – and the advent of
the tablet. In 2012, we covered enterprise implications
for prioritization of opportunities, as well as the
operational realities of governing, managing, and
delivering mobile solutions. And now in 2013, we consider
mobile’s place as an utmost strategic priority. The very
notion of “devices” is exploding into near-ubiquitous
connectivity of many physical objects. The fundamental
element of mobile still applies – the innovative idea of
removing limitations based on physical location, and
of a truly untethered enterprise. But the supporting
nuance and details are moving at a rapid clip, making it
paramount for IT executives to keep pace with change.  

Who will lead the charge? The reports of IT’s demise
may be exaggerated, but there is often truth behind
the rhetoric. How will CIOs reimagine their roles in
business strategy? What will the corresponding IT
department look like? One thing is for certain: the
elements of postdigital will play a foundational role.
We close this year’s report with the familiar quote
from futurist William Gibson: “The future is already
here…it is just not evenly distributed.” Our hope is
that the Tech Trends reports will help you discover
the elements of postdigital in your enterprise.
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